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ON THE DIFFERENTIATION THEOREM IN METRIC GROUPS 
M.STUDENf 
Abstract; Davies example can be embedded isometrical-
ly into a compact metric group with a translation invariant 
metric. On a metric space with an almost uniform measure a 
weak type of Differentiation theorem laolds for each mea*ur». 
Key words; Compact metria group with a translation in-
var ianTme^rTc, almost uniform measure. 
Classification: 28A15 
In this note we deal with compact metric spaces on which 
there are two different measures agreeing on balls. We show 
that these measures can always be chosen mutually singular 
and that some of such spaces can be isometrically embedded 
into a compact metric group with a translation invariant met-
ric. This also gives an example that the Differentiation the-
orem in convergence in measure need not hold in a compact me-
tric group. Further, we prove that on metric spaces which ad-
mit an almost uniform measure, the weak Differentiation theo-
rem of Christensen s type holds for each measure. Finally, we 
show the uniqueness of almost uniform measures. 
We shall consider a separable metric space (M,<p ). Unless 
otherwise specified, all the measures considered will be posi-
tive, finite, countably additive BoreT measures. If (JL, and -P 
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are measures on M then we denote by d vU(** the Radon-Niko-
dym derivative of the absolutely continuous part y of V 
with respect to (A* • We shall denote the closed ball with 
centre at x and radius r by U(xfr). Further, we denote the 
set of all natural numbers by IN f the boundary of the set A 
by 3A and the distance from the point x to the set A by 
5>(x,A). Finally, U(G, e ) • { xe M, ̂ (xfG) & &} where G is a 
subset of M. 
1. Remarks to R.O. Davies example. R.O. Davies T4] has 
constructed a well-known example that two different measures 
on a compact metric space may agree on balls. Now we shall 
show that each such metric space admits also a pair of such 
measures which are mutually singular (or mutually absolutely 
continuous) • 
Proposition 1. Let & be some collection of Borel sub-
sets of M such that there is a pair of different measures on 
M which agree on ^ . 
A) Then there is also a pair of mutually singular measures 
agreeing on &• 
B) Then there is also a pair of different and mutually abso-
lutely continuous measures agreeing on &* 
ProofJ Let r ^ j ^ J be the original pair. We put A « 
• /t*i/- o> ; obviously A is a bounded signed measure and accor-
ding to the Hahn decomposition theorem (see [63) % =- A4* -/X* 
where X+ and X" are mutually singular. Obviously A+B **X"B 
if (JLB « VB, hence [ X4", JC ] has the properties from A). For 
the proof of B) we put u . . , a + 2v and V • >> + 2 ^-
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It follows from the results of J.P.R. Christenstn f 33 
that no compact Abelian group with a translation invariant 
metric admits a pair of different measures which agree on 
balls. Nevertheless, we show that the original example of R. 
0. Davies can be isometrically embedded into such group. In 
this connection we note that the following question is open. 
Can a separable metric space which admits a pair of different 
measures agreeing on balls be isometrically embedded into a 
Hilbert space? 
We consider compact metric spaces M with the following speci-
al property. 
For each e, ̂  0 there is a finite disjoint partition 
ik^i . . of M such that 
(1) a) A^t 0 
b) diam Â ^ -< e 
c) if 14 .3 then <p (x,y) « jo (z,y) whenever x,z€Ai and 
y sAa 
Lemma 1. Let M be a compact metric space with property 
(1). Then there is a sequence of real numbers a 2*0, for which 
lim a__ « 0, such that there is an isometry of M into the 
space Y a TT C0,anl metrized by d(x,y) « sup "H-x̂  - yn),ne 
e IN} 
Proof: It is easy to find a sequence of finite, disjoint 
partitions j4 such that a)-c) hold for & « n~ and ^n+i
 re~ 
fines An (i.e. if B e ̂ n + 1 then there is C e Jtn such that 
BCC). 
Let n e IN ; we choose L & A and consider Be *An+i firucn 
that Be L. We put ffi L(y) « min-f<p(y,B) ,diam Ll. Clearly 
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|fB>L(y) - fBfL(x)l-^(x.y) for x ty*M. Conv#ra*ly, i* x tyc 
e M then there is [ B f U such that f (xfy) » | fg i . (*) " 
- fB L(y)' (it iB e n o u « n to f i n a n e N suoh that there are 
B,Ce *^n+x» B n C • 0t X € B f ye C and x,yc L e Jln). 
We take a sequence of all pairs [l n tL n] f evidently a^ » 
» diara L tends to zero. Obviously the mapping x i—-> 
1—> ^ fB L ^x^n6lK is an iflometry» 
Proposition 2# Let M be a compact metrio spaoe with pro-
perty (1). 
Then there is an isometry of M into a oompact Abelian group 
with a translation invariant metrio. 
Proof: According to Lemma 1 it suffices to embed the spa-
oe /iJ?.N ̂  °>an"'* **•* ̂  **• the u-1** oirole with the metrio 
k(xfy) equal to the angle between x and y. We embed isometrio-
ally every segment -Ofanl into the space C Q « C metrized by 
kr. " Br.# ** *•* Since a„ » diam C„ tends to zero f TT^ C„ is 
n n n n f ̂ c. IN n 
a compact Abelian group with a translation invariant metrio 
h(xfy) • sup •£ kn(xn,yn) fn e HI . 
The Davies example has property (l)t hence we can apply 
Proposition 2. We transfer a pair C(0-f v} of mutually singu-
lar measures which agree on balls by an isometry into the men-
tioned group. Now we put JT* ̂ +y> and get the following 
Corollary 1> There is a compact metric Abelian group X 
with a translation invariant metrio such that there is a pair 
of measures [ <u, f tT'j on X for which 
1) p, * $ 
2) f(x) m lim0 [ (TU(x f r )3"
1 . (ttU(x,r) ex i s t s 
for T-almost a l l x e X 
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3) f(x) + d<a/(T(x) for ^-almost all x « I . 
2. Weak differentiation. Recall that a locally finite 
non-zero measure on a separable metric spaoe is oalled uni-
form if the measure of a hall depends only on its radius. Ac-
cording to the results of J.P.R. Christensen (see C2J-T3 .]) , 
there is no pair of different measures on M agreeing on balls, 
if M admits a uniform measure. Even the following weak form 
of the Differentiation theorem holds. 
C) Whenever AJL, t V are measures on M, r > 0 and /aB-^-pB for 
every ball B with diam B< r, then (J* ** i> * 
To illustrate the connection of C) with the Differentiation 
theorem we remark that the validity of the Differentiation 
theorem for all measures on M is equivalent to the following 
property. 
Whenever p , f v are measures on M such that for each 
x e M there is a sequence of real numbers r (x)>0 tend-
ing to zero for whioh ftU(xfrn(x)) -£ ̂ U(xfrn(x)) 9 then 
p, .£ i> . 
This leads mturaTJy to the question whether on a metric space 
with a uniform measure the Differentiation theorem holds for 
each measure. This was answered by P. Mattila [53 who const-
ructed a compact metric group with a translation invariant 
metric such that the Differentiation theorem does not hold 
for its Haar measure. But for Haar measures a weaker form of 
the Differentiation theorem holds (see 113); this was genera-
lized by P. Mattila [ 53 for almost uniform measures. 
Definition 1. A locally finite Borel measure m on M is 
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called almost uniform if there is ce(Ofll and a nondeoreas-
ing function h:(OfrQ)i—> (0foo) such that 
(2) c-h(r)-£ mU(xfr).-s h(r) whenever xe M and r < r . 
We note that uniform measures are a special case of al-
most uniform measures but one can construct a compact metric 
space with an almost uniform measure on which there is no uni-
form measure. P. Mattila [ 5] proved that for an almost uniform 
measure m the Differentiation theorem holds in convergence in 
measure, i.e. 
for each measure v 
(3) [mU(x,r)]~ - vU(xfr) tends to d >> /m(x) in m-measure on 
every set of a finite measure. 
The assumption that m is almost uniform is essential since 
Proposition 3» There is a compact metric space admit-
ting a uniform measure and measures (^, *P such that 
CvU(x,r)3 • («u U ( x , r ) does not converge to d^a />» (x) in 
i> -measure. 
Proof: A stronger result is given by Corollary 1. 
We show that a weaker assumption of the existence of an 
almost uniform measure implies the weak Differentiation the-
orem C). 
Proposition 4* If M admits an almost uniform measure 
then C) holds. 
Proof: Assume that <a and V are measures on M such that 
whenever xeM and re(Ofr-l., then 
(4) (M,U(x-r) ̂  PU(x,r). 
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Let m be an almost uniform measure en M. Let o e(0,l] and 
let h:(0,r ) *—> (0,oo) be a nondecreaeing function euoh that 
(2) holds. We put 'f - 9 - (*> \ evidently J' is a bounded sig­
ned measure and according to the Hahn decomposition theorem 
(see L6j) tiT-.w~u where w and u are mutually singular. We 
want to show <u* -̂  >> - i.e. u • 0. It is enough to prove that 
u is absolutely continuous with respect to w, we show that e~> 
ven c • u^w. 
Since each open set is approximable by open sets G with 
(/a+p)(3£) = 0 , it is enough to prove this inequality on­
ly for such sets G. 
Consider r^min^r .r,] • Prom (4) it follows 
(5) A"(r) «jl[mU(y,r)]"1. uU(y,r)dra(y) -£ 
-śXЛmUíy-r)}""1. wU(y,r)dm(y) - A+(r). k 
We define a function g r on MxM by 
(6) g r (x ,y) B 1 whenever j B ( i j ) . = r 
g r (x ,y ) * 0 otherwise^ 
By Fubini theorem and inequal i ty (2) we get 
A+(r) - J^ 4 fmUCytr)]"1 • gr(x,y)dm(y)dw(x) 4 
& c " 1 - fM CmU(x,r)J"
1 . m{U(x , r ) n G} dw(x). 
Similarly we estimate A""(r) from below and by (5) get 
(7) c2-J^ l lmU(x,r)]"1- m^U(x,r)r» G] du(x) £ 
-6 / [mU(x , r ) ] " 1 . m^U(x,r)r»Gj dw(x). 
Letting r tend to zero, by Lebesgue's dominated convergence 
theorem we get the desired inequality. 
A uniform measure is unique up to a multiple by a posi-
tive constant (see [3] and also Corollary 3)» If m is an al-
most uniform measure on It and f:lt t—*» £Kit»K2^ i s a Bore--
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measurable function (where K-, and Kp are positive constants) 
then the new measure y B » £ f dm (for each Borel set B) is 
almost uniform, too. We show that almost uniform measures are 
unique within the framework of this equivalence. 
Lemma 2. Let V and (j, be locally finite Borel measures 
on M. Assume that there are real numbers c,d€(0,lj and non-
decreasing functions h,s:(0,r ) .—> (0,co) such that for each 
xeM the following inequalities hold* 
(8) ch(r) *£ ̂ U(xfr)^h(r) for T<Y0 
(9) ca<.f) *- v U(x f r)^ s(r) for T<TQ 
Then there i s a posit ive K such that 
(10) od • K • ft * V^tod}"1 - K • fju . 
Proof: Denote by & the family of all open sets G such 
that ((tt+»)OG) - 0 and there is € ̂  0 with (,u,+ » )U(G„ e ) 
finite. For such set G we put r-,(G) • min-fe,r } and vG(r) » 
' L ^ ^ ( x . r ) ] " 1 . -pU(xfr)oG} d^(x) for r<r 1(G). By the 
Lebesgue s dominated convergence theorem 
(11) lim vn(r) « zcG for each G € $\ 
The rest of the proof will be divided into 3 parts. 
A) for G e f and r^r-^G) 
(12) o . IBM]"1. V S 4 I M r ) ] " 1 . v G (r) i -£d . s(r)J""
1. >> G. 
We take t r (x ,y ) • [ s(r)«h(r)3 »g r(x,y) (see (6)) and put 
I - L^ t r ( x , y ) d ( ^ x » ) ( x f y ) . 
By Pubini theorem and inequality (8) we get 
o .[sCr)!""1. V G ^ I i Cs(r)]*"1. »G. 
Similarly from (9) it follows 
I ^ h W ] " 1 . vG(r)^d-
X-I. 
B) If G 6 .f and va(r);>0 fear mil suff ic iently small r, then 
2JЮ 
for these r 
(13) <- [^(rH^^a^rWrW" 1. s(r)^[d-vG(r)]'"
1.^G. 
0) ?here is a positive H«»ber K such that (10) holds for eaoh 
set G e tf. 
We choose H 6 $ such that (CtH> 0 and put K « [^H] • >> H. 
If r tend to zero, we see from (13) that 
(14) cK^lim Ch(r)J""1. s(r)^ lii [h(r)]"1- s(r)^d"*1. K. 
How we use (13) for general G <s & and get (10). If the 
assumptions in B) do not hold, it is y> G • 0 by (12) and by 
(31) {U G =s 0. How (10) follows because each open set of fini-
te measure is approximable by sets from ^1 
Corollary 2. If fM and >> are almost uniform measures on 
M then there are constants K^K^^O and a Borel measurable 
function f:M H-> I KlfK23 such that f • d(-*/>> . 
Corollary 3* Let ^ and V be uniform measures on M» 
Then there is a positive number K such that >> « K-(U, • 
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